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us here at ClassicNet.Net. We have been active since 1994 and have used a totally different forum

software platform on the "ClassicNet.Net" name, until now. We are considering a shift to the popular
platform of "Simple Machines", from the newer and more troublesome platform of "Ubersurf". We are
excited about the new platform and hope that all of our users will come over and give it a try. Some
users from the "ClassicNet.Net" forum have said that if we go with the "Simple Machines" platform,

they will not continue to support us as they have done in the past. We need to take this into
consideration as we prepare for our move. Therefore, we are going to bring that subject up on the air

and let everyone know what we are thinking about and why. As of right now, we are not ready to
have a public discussion of the issue at hand. Perhaps, just as the move away from "Ubersurf"

started being announced and discussed, we could join that discussion here. As I said earlier, we still
have a new forum platform that we are using for "ClassicNet.Net". However, we are already in beta
testing and it is as ready as it will ever be for us to use at this time. We have some discussion here

which will be forwarded to the Simple Machines forum and which will keep the discussion "light" and
perhaps even humorous. We do welcome any email or private message comments, as long as they
are made in public. On the side, I have been digging through the "ClassicNet.Net" database and I

have found some interesting information which has nothing to do with the "Simple Machines"
platform. I will 1cdb36666d
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